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ABSTRACT
This paper is written with the aim to present the concept of integration between
usability, content management and site management in order to design an effective
tourism website. The study is based on the common problems that surrounds most of
the web developers such as useless contents plus poor design that did not reflect the
audience needs and poor site management such as broken links and unsorted web pages
that are hard to be keep track. The study will cover on the application of the usability
techniques to describe what is right and what is wrong with websites seen by millions. It
will also covers on how the site management and content management play important
roles in achieving high usability of the website. Assessing usability through case studies
and following some guidelines on achieving effective site management and good
content management will be part of the methods use in this project. The findings from
this study highlight the importance of these existing guidelines and the need to modify
or implement some of them to suit the requirement of a good tourism website through a
prototype developed in this project.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Everyone has opinions on what does it takes to make a goodwebsites. Thereare a lot to
be covered. Website navigation, links, graphic design, setting page layout and user
satisfaction have all been discussed widely in different sources and media. But what it
has to do with usability then?
Usability has different interpretation for different people. Butthe concept or objective of
it remainsthe same. Usabilityis from the userand for the user. The real informationthat
is good to improve the ability and overall performance of a websites is not tips or
guidelines, which are set by the web design gurus or professionals from the web
development. The best way to understand what really works for a website is from user
experiences. But then there are actually other factors that can contribute on enhancing
the usability itself. The role of site and content management may and has been proved
could actuallyhelped in a wayto improvedthe functionofwebsitesto the users.
The role of website management and contentand usability in web development in some
way is quite interesting as people are still not awareof its necessity. As a result, people
end up spending more time managing their content and site than they should do. The
losses are more than benefits through the neglect on planning effectively on the
development of the content and site management early in design phase. It will only
increase the cost, wasting lots of time and valuable resources but does not fulfill what
the users really need. Whatever the outcome will certainly somehow affected on the
usability of the website which shows that theseelements are interrelated witheachother.
1.1 Background of Study
The purpose of this project is to perform a research on the concept that lies under these
three elements of website development; content management, site management and
usability. Sinceeachof these elements is considered big and can standon their own,the
authorhas pick out the relevant ones with the focus on tourism industry. The task is to
uncover what is so important by understanding of these concepts and howdo theyrelate
together to make the website usable.
What the author wants to show is how site management and content management are
important for the website development in their own context but in the end everything
relates to the bigger rale of thumb which is the usability. The author will pick and
analyze some of the important factors under these elements and someis shown through
the case studiesperformedto supportthe findings. The tourismwebsiteprototype that is
developed concurrently with this project is a commercial website that applies the
guidelines and findings elicited from this project.
1.2 Problem Statement
Managing a web site has not been since important after the monstrous growth of a site,
which can contain thousands of pages and links and the importance of choosing or
creating the right contents that will serve the users need. How can these elements
incorporate together to ensure the website is usable to the user respectively? The
research of the project is to discover how do site and content management will help to
increaseusabilityand act as a guideline for the web developerto build a tourismwebsite
specifically.
1.2.1 Problem Identification
Some of the general problems identified when users surf the commercial tourism
websites are as follows:
• Some of the websites do not provide the right or sufficient informationthat the
user need.
• The overuses of unnecessary graphics tend to hinder the real message or
information to be presented.
• The outdated information dumped on the websites and lots ofbroken links.
• Complex navigation and links, which cause confusion for the users to surf the
websites and end up leaving them frustrated.
1.2.2 Significant of the project
Based on the problem identification, which has been stated earlier, this project focus on
the way to understand and implement the three criteria that interrelated, which are the
usability, content management, and site management that by this has the following
advantages:
• Understanding these three concepts will give advantage for the web developers
to understand important aspects in web development rather than relying on what
they prefer.
• To promote usabilitythat will actually helps the user to get the informationthat
they need rather that relying on the fads and so called 'cool graphics' which are
useless.
• Enable to accomplish the objectives of the website as to servewhatthe userneed
• Reduce the waste of time and cost of the development while improving the
performance andpresentation ofa website overall.
1.3 Objective and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objective
The objectives ofthis project are:
• To identify the correlation between usability, site management and content
management andintegrate them in website development
• To compile guidelines for a web designers/developer to enhance the usability of
the content andtheperformance or presentation overall based onthe integratioa
• To come out with a website prototype that are being implemented based on the
findings from the guidelines.
1.3.2 Scope of Study
The research of study will basically covers on these three main areas of web
development, which are usability, site management and content management. The study
is basically focus oneliciting the correlation between these three elements and how they
affectedthe overallpresentationofa website.
1.3.2,1 Site Management
Under this area, the study will beon thedefinition of what site management is all about
in general. It will answer the question why do we need to implement it and under this
project, theauthor will implement one of the functions ofsite management using a free
tool that is applicable in the Internet.
13.2.2 Content Management
Forthis area, the author will concentrate on what does it take to come out witha good
content that will satisfy the user needs. It will cover on the what is consider as quality
content, how the information architecture and navigation will ensure the content
integrity andtheright GUI that is appropriate to suit thecontent.
1.3.2.3 UsabilityAs the Big Picture
Usability will be the backbone of all the studies conducted under this project, as the
outcomes from the site and content management will relate back to this area. Usability
in term of this project is on the ability to help the user find the information that they
need in easy and quick manner.
13.2.4 Design and Development ofthe Prototype
The prototype is all about a commercial tourism website that purposely intended to give
information to the user o the industry. The development will be based on the guidelines







Figure 1.1:The graphical presentation ofthe project's scope
1.3.3 Feasibility of the Project Within the Scope and Time Frame
Based on the topic covered under this project, there are basically three main objectives
need to be obtained from this project. After further discussion, the objectives need to be
specifically specified based on the big scope covered so that the output is more focused.
On this project, the aspects that need to be covered under the three main elements
studied which are the usability, site and content management will only the ones that
relevant to developing commercial websites. In this case, the author will only pick out
the aspects that relevant to help develop a better tourism website.
In fact, the findings will be basically focus on the concept that lies under the three
elements and the relation between them in a manner that will be useful to be
implemented for the development of the tourism website. The prototype of the
commercial tourism website will be based on the presentation which is visible to the
user and the architecture lies behind will not be covered.
The scope ofthe project seems for author to complete on time with two main outcomes;
the guidelines for the websites designer to design websites based on the three main
elements stated earlier and a prototype ofa commercial tourism website that applies the
guidelines. The whole project task and timeline can be referred in APPENDIXA.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Usability Rules the Web
"Usability rules theweb. "(Jacob Nielsen, 1999). Users experience the usability of a site
before they have intention to use it or before they spent any money to purchase or do
any kind of potential business. For the user, the web is the ultimate environment for the
empowerment, and the person who clicks the mouse decides everything. The numbers
of websites are growing fiercely every year and therefore users have more choices than
ever. Why would they waste their time on anything that is useless, confusing slow and
does not satisfy their needs?
Through the years of study and experiences plus continuous interactions with the users,
Jacob Nielsen (1999) has come out with series of principles that has the purpose to
support his findings on the importance ofusability: -
• That the users want to find what they are after quickly
• If they do not know what they want specifically, they still want to browse as
quick as possible and access the information that they come cross in a logical
manner
The Web Quality of Experience (Web QoE) Workgroup has stated in their white paper
that web usability derives from contents and navigation as well as availability and
performance. Therefore, company that spends a lot of money on ensuring high
performance and availability without taking note on the importance of understanding
what the users really needs surely will be wasted eventually.
2.2 Site Management Ensure Systematic Organization of the Website
The perception on howthe webdesign works haschange since the growth of the World
Wide Web after these pastyears. It is no more concern only on the ability to build the
Web site but also on how do we manage all the contents and the structures, hyperlinks
and other Web design process. "When you have your plan and you're ready to build a
Web site you will be proud for the people to visit, you will still have a few other
decisions to make. Your work is only beginning and it may be never finished."
(Brigman, 1996). The same goes as what has been quoted by (D.Stein, 1995)."A good
site is constantly changing. One of the great advantages of the Web is that you're not
limited to a rigid schedule." You can update, revise, and improve things on a continuous
basis. The downside is that your site is never finished. It is always to some extent, under
construction.
A website is a detail work. Not only does each page has to work, but also each must
work with others. Quality control of all that interactivity must be high on a web
designer's priority list. One broke link page can be a disaster for a project, especially if
the broken link is the one in the order form. "As any experience Web developer knows,
the administration of hyperlinks are the most crucial part and can be a major factor in
web site management. As Web sites change, keeping up to date with the latest links can
take as much as time as managing the web content."(Effective Site Management with
Microsoft FrontPage 2002, 2001). Therefore, managing hyperlink is one of the
fundamental, which is important to effective site management.
Scheduling and implementing a project that's likely to involve a number of people and
departments requires very good organization and management skills. Just as the
individual departments in your company concentrate on their own areas of expertise yet
contribute to the company as a whole. Each piece will contribute to the whole. And that
necessarily means that each piece must not only work with the rest but also complement
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them. They are very much interdependent. So as the sizeor the complexity of a web site
increases, often so does the number of members required to produce the site. "Sites,
which were used to develop by a single individual, have quickly grown into projects for
the entire teams to maintain. In addition, teams have also often added the dynamic of
including remote authors. This situation certainly creates more complexity or problems
that will affect a team of developers assigned to a Webproject" (Fletcher, 2004).
Based on the reasons above, selecting the right management tool will eventually help
the Web developer to manage their Web sites better through effective site management.
The ability to easily manage contents and hyperlinks is one of the fundamental which a
good management tool should offer and features which enables monitoring team work
development would be great advantage. What ever it is, we can no more deny the
important role of effective site management, as it will be vital to every Web project
development to succeed.
2.3 Why Content Management?
As a technology behind building a Websites become more complex, it is easy to forget
that the most important part of any web site is the content. Content management and
graphic design are the two key components of any web development project, and
quality work in each area helps ensure that the site is usable and useful tool for the
audience you define.
The web developer should be able to understand that his view ofthe web as the medium
specifically for design, graphics, animation, and video will not going to last. The online
world, as it turns out is not considered as post reading. In fact, current research shows
that text is the first and foremost what the users concern when they visit a website. As
what has been mentioned by Jacob Nielsen (2000:100):"Usability studies indicate a
fierce content focus on the parts of the users. When they get to a new page, they look
immediately in the main content area of the page and scan it for headlines and other
indication of what the page is about." Based on this, many organizations, professionals
and developers tend to hire a specialized web editor or content architect that will ensure
the contents are well developed and organized to be published on the web.
As the websites are getting popular as a medium of information distribution and
communication, they tend to increase in size and complexity. They are now dependant
on databases and internal search engines. However, as information designer Robert
Horn (1999:16) points out;
Simply storing large amounts of information on computers and retrieving it does not
solve our information needs. In fact, gigantic storehouses of information overload us
with too much information and burden us with navigational problems that...sometimes
make us feel that we are "lost in cyberspace." What we need is not more information
but the ability to present the right information to the right people at the right time, in the
most effective and efficient form.
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Therefore it is important to manage our information in the right way or in terms in this
project is the content itself, as it will makevaluablecontribution to the process.
The information or the contentneeds to be organized in a specialmanner,which is easy
and can be understand by the users when being presented. Web navigation specialist
Jennifer Flamming (1998:45) notes that organizing information is about showing the
relationship between items in such ways that they are easy to find. However, this task is
not always easy because "the problem of the knowledge is it is not made up of simple
linear relationships. It's a messy interrelated thing."
So is there any way that this information can be group or categorized in such that they
are related to each other. According to information architect Richard Saul Wurman
(2000:40-41), "While information may be infinite, the ways of structuring if are not."
He shows that there are five ways to organize information:
1. Alphabet: "This method lends itself to organizing extraordinarily large bodies
of information, such as words in a dictionary or names in a telephone directory."
2. Time: "Time works best as an organizing principle for events that happen over
fixed durations."
3. Category: "Category pertains to the organization of goods, different models,
different types, even different questions to be answered, such as in a brochure
that is divided into questions about a company."
4. Location: "Location is the natural form to choose when you are trying to
examine and compare information that comes from diverse sources or locales."
5. Hierarchy: "This mode organizes items by magnitude from small to large, least





In this section, the discussion will be focus on the different type of methods used to
make the objectives possible to be achieved. Different methods will have their ownpros
and cons and each of the methods chosen for this project has their own purpose in
contributing the valuable information to make the project successful.
• Observation
Observation is very effective method to analyze current situation related to the topic. It
helps to identify the underlying issues regarding the topic and from there, the roughidea
onproblem statement andobjectives canbe explicitly extract to support the project. The
observation will come from the experiences of the peers or people in the related
business the observation process will focus on how the users react on the website that
they visitedto see what do they expectwhen they go for a certain purpose. In this case,
the author must have good observation on what usually user prefer in order for them to
get the information they want from a tourism websites. It includes the way they interact
with all the elements on the website such as navigation and GUI.
• Gathering More Information through Literature Survey
White papers andjournalshave the purpose to support all the findings through literature
reviews. The survey through different sources such as reference books and articles will
help in giving more valuable information regarding the issues especially, which
involves previous studies to support the project. Some of the information will help to
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reflect the background of the project and the situational problems relating to the topic
plus on howwe can achieve the objectives on solving the problems.
• Gathering and Comparing Information from Websites
The core of all fact-findings process in this research project as the information will be
useful to support the issues or problem statement given. Useful tips and guidelines on
how we can describe an effective site and content management can also be extracted
from some of the web sites which give such information that can relate these elements
underthe flag of usability and thus shownthe correlation between them in orderto help
designers to build their websites.
• Case Studies on Several Tourism Websites
The case studies are focused on several selected tourism websites both locally and
international. The studies will cover on the overall presentation of the websites, which
include the usability part of the websites and the content. The results from the studies
will be the reference to the guidelines compilation for an effective website with good
content and site management.
• Website Development
For the website development, the overall process of developing the Virtual Perak
Online as the prototype ofthis project has been break down into few major phases.
o Planning - Site Map
A sitemap is a visual representation of a web site that enables to see what pageswill be
in the completed site and their function. The development of a comprehensive site map
greatly aids in providing a visual representation of the structure of a web site. With a
sitemap placed in thecenter of a table, wecanget a "feel" for howthe sitewillwork.
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o Mock up designs
To ensure that the web sitethat is goingto be build encapsulates the business needs and
identity, several "Mock ups" of the website homepage are being created. This allows
visualization on what a finished site would look like. The mock designs will allow for
mix and match until we can get the right design and concept. All designs that are going
to be produced will follow standard web practices. By designing a template, the user
will experience continuity of look, feel andnavigation forusethroughout the site.
o Prototyping
Prototyping will be used as part of the methodology for the website development. The
technique is chosen because of its flexibility and can be quickly construct based on
loose requirements. The development of the prototype is fast and can be refined from
time to time based on the findings and knowledge brought in from the research. The
prototype might be incomplete but functional to support the research and information
gathered earlier and can be improved on continuous basis.
o Data Input and Content Layout
The text and images will then be entered into the appropriate section based on the





Figure 3.1: Thewebsite development process forthe Virtual Online Perak prototype.
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3.2 Tool(s) required:
Tools and hardware that are required for this project are:
• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX - basic software for creating
the web pages ofthe prototype
• Macromedia Fireworks MX - main graphic editor to enhance,
manipulate and producethe graphics and images
• Adobe Photoshop 7.0 - graphiceditor for image and graphic
processing
• Active Server Page (ASP) - advanced website program which
will be used to create dynamic pages ofthe website's prototype
• Microsoft Internet Explorer - web browserused for testingand
viewing
• Apache Web Server or Personal Web Server (PWS)
• Internet connection
Personal Computer
• Platform Windows XP Professional
• Processor Intel Pentium IV 2.4 GHz
• Memory 128 MB RAM
• Hard drive 40 GB
• CD-ROM Drive 56X speed (transfer rate: 1200 kbps)
Average seek time: 200 milliseconds
• Sound 16 bit CD quality
• Peripherals • Mouse, printer, scanner, CD
For the client's side, the requirements are: -
• Internet connection




4.1 Results and Findings
This chapter willconclude on all the findings and research thathas been done for within
the range of seven weeks from the starting of the project. Most of the findings were
gathered through Internet and reference books, which have given great inputs to further
on with this project. Othercontributions for the data gathering would be from journals,
research paper and articles. Most of the progress has been focused on defining the
fundamentals of effective site management by trying to uncover the real issues such as
the mistakes which commonly done by developers on site management and also some
checklist when we plan for effective site management.
4.1.1 Data Gathering and Analysis
4.1.1.1 TopNine Mistakes of Web Management
To understand how the websites work better is to learn form common mistakes of our
web developers normally intend to do. Based on Jacob Nielsen (1997), content and the
usability of a website is more a function of how it is managed than of how good its
designers are. Please refer to Appendix B to view the list of common mistakes laid out
by the writer.
4.1.2 Site Management Planning Considerations
When we are dealing with thousands of pages of data and content as well as numerous
people contributing material to the site, there need some planning to ensure that
development process going on smoothly. The table list some of the important elements
that the web developer should considerate or concentrate on that will have great impact
to the overall performance for a specific website.
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Management Item Details
Page Performance Do the site/ pages download quickly or slowly? Are there
broken links to pages that no longer exist?
External Links Are the links to external locations being checked, updated,
and corrected?
Navigation Is the navigation still appropriate to the overall site? Are
the links workings on all navigation bars?
Legal Information Are the copyright clauses, privacy notices, and other legal
statements current and accurate, and located on the correct
pages?
Site Structure Is the site structure at the programming level correct? Who
is responsible for managing the servers and the file
structures? Who is responsible for archiving or deleting
content?
Browser Compatibility Is the site being delivered for a specific browser? Are
browser compatibility checks being done to ensure correct
viewing?
Search Engines Has the site registered on search engines and have the
listings been maintained? Are the meta tags appropriate?
Table 4.1: List of some site management planning considerations
The checklist will be handful for developers and other involved in the development as
these elements are directly relate to the effectiveness of a web site. Having organized
plan will help to ensure better performance of site management overall beside the help
of various toolkits in the market which act as supports. Effective site management will
surely enhance the performance of the website. Eventually, the high performance will
actually support the usability of the website as what the author would like to relate in
this project.
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4.1.3 Site Management Toolkits
When more people are involved in a growing web project, file management, content
publication, and other site maintenance tasks become very important and complex. To
avoid problems of unorganized files and improving the teamwork's productivity as the
site expand, some of these tools would be useful as they have varying levels of site
management capabilities. The most popular and widely used are from the Microsoft
family such as Microsoft FrontPage 2002, Microsoft VisuallnterDev and Microsoft Site
server. Macromedia has also launched series of their web development toolkits that are
enhanced with site management capabilities. The latest is the complete toolkit of
Macromedia Max Studio, which contains these software: Dreamweaver MX 2004,
Fireworks MX 2004 and Flash MX 2004. The author is using Macromedia
Dreamweaver MX 2004 as the main platform for creating the prototype of the tourism
website.
4.1.4 Content Management
Based on the findings through various books and articles, most researcher said that
whatever aspect of content management that we involved should be in line with
usability of the site. Two of the areas that must be monitor closely are the quality of the
informationthat goes online and the usability of the interface design.
4.1.4.1 Thefour C's ofquality Web Content
• Credibility
Credibility is a highly valued commodity and it differs from one to another. Everyone
has different mix of belief, which in turns engenders differing opinions and attitudes.
Credibility in terms of text is combination of words and phrases that a writer or editor
used to persuade the reader that the intentions of the document are sincere and honest.
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The significant of having credibility with the content that we present on our website is
to develop content that "sells" the user without appearing to sell anything. The
credibility involves not only words, but also on the one who is providing the
information, navigation and visual used plus how the information is updated. Some of
the general tips that the researchers suggest to be applied as a guideline to develop
online credibility are as below.
TEXTUAL ASPECTS SHOULD..
Tone
• Avoid marketing language. Present the information
as factual, relevant and accurate
• Avoid being overly chatty and intimate
• Avoid convoluted syntax that makes it difficult for
users to sort fact from fiction. Easy reading
contributes to credibility.
• Avoid humor as some readers may get the joke while
others may not.
Presentation
• Have a logo or other information on every Web page
to identify the site owner(s) or author(s).
• Ensure clean, well-presented text whose visuals are
also clear and consistent regarding tone, color, and
graphics.
• Eliminates typos, grammar mistakes, and other
errors.
• Put the date ofpublication on every web page to
make it relevant to the users
Table 4.2: Tips to developing Online Credibility
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Clarity
Clarity is the ability to write and edit text so that it would be clear and easily readable.
The main issue regarding clarity in developing web content is that the tendency of the
writer to expressed personal writing style. The user is not interested with the writer but
with the information that is to be offer.
However, we should not mix up with the term clarity and simplicity. As information
designer Nathan Shedroff (1999:281) explains:
Clarity is the best accomplished by focusing on one particular message or goal at a time
and not attempting to accomplish too much all at once. Simplicity, on the other hand, is
often responsible for the "dumbing down" of information rather tan the illumination of
it.
The tips on how to develop Clarity on online writing can be referred to Appendix C.
• Conciseness
Conciseness is vital in creating quality online content by providing the most economical
manner in presenting a topic but still meeting the user's need for information. The
amount of economy required depends on where the text is on the site and how the user
will use it. For example, page that contains or primarily acts as navigation page should
have less information or text while pages, which the main purpose is to carry the
information, can be longer and more detailed.
• Coherence
Coherence involves connectivity of all parts of the content in clear and logical ways,
enhancing its ability to persuade readers. Content published on web should be coherent
to each other or else the user will feel disoriented, frustrated and even annoyed. To
develop coherence in website's content, three important must be considered:
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• Well-built information architecture
• Internal links that make logical sense
• Web pages that can stand alone as rhetorical units of information
4.1.4.2 Information Architecture (IA)
Information needs to be organized in a logical group with the purpose for the users to
navigate effectively through the content and find the information that they seek. In her
research, document design and usability specialist Janice Redish (2000:163) notes: "My
definition of document design or information design has always been, first and
foremost, the 'whole'. It is what we do to develop a document (or communication) that
works for its users." Based on this, the information design is an overall process of
development of development including planning, organizing, designing, drafting,
testing, gathering feedback, and keeping content up to date.
4.1.4.3 Navigation Design
The importance of navigation design in the context of content management is how it
acts as connection between IA and the graphical user interface (GUI). The navigation
become immediately obvious once the pathways from simple to the detailed have been
determined among the group of information. The pathways are represented as several
types of links: -
• Main navigation links - provide pathways to and from the main sections
• Shortcut links - allow users to access important information without drilling
through the site.
• Converging links - bring users from different locations to the same point
• Hypertext links - create additional connections both across site's sections and
add layers of information to those that already exist through the main
architectural structure
• Redundant links - links that are duplicated on one Web page, that is they show
up in more than one location on the page.
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4.1.4.4 The Graphical User Interface (GUI)
The GUI acts as a function that represent the architecture and navigation of the site and
providing access to the site's information without actually revealing the organization of
information behind it. A good GUI design will act like a shield that prevent user form
getting lost and can identify the purpose of the site. Therefore, GUI has the three major
functions:
• Help users develop a mental map ofthe structure ofthe site
• Provide a good overall look-and-feel to thesite
• Assist users in reachingthe information they want.














Figure 4.1: Diagram on the major elements that involve in content management.
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4.1.5 Case Studies on Tourism Websites
The purpose of the case studies is to provide data forthe author on the idea of usability
for the websites. It is believedthat the real user experience will give more information on
whatactually makes the site usable rather than depends on the guidelines andtips from
the experts alone.
4.1.5.1 The Sites Tested
Theauthor haspicked8 tourism websites to be analyzed to seewhatkind of content that
these websites offered. The studies will also concentrate on how the information is
presented based on theirobjectives to provide information on tourism. Please refer to
Appendix G to see the print screenof eachwebsite.
Site Name Content
www.sarawak.com • Information on interesting places in Sarawak
www.penangtourism.com • Local places, foods, accommodations available
in Penang
www.sabahtourism.com • Information on tourism activity in Sabah
www.melaka.gov.my • The main site for tourism in Malacca under
government
www.pahangtourism.com.my • Information on interesting places in Pahang
www.visitheartofengland.com • Information on interesting places in England
www.visitmelbourne.com • Information on interesting places and activities
in Melbourne Australia
www.tourism.net.nz • Information on interesting places and info on
accommodations, transportation in New
Zealand
Table 4.3: List of the websites both local and international involved in case studies.
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4.1.5.2 The Categories for Evaluation
The author has identified five categories, each representing an area where usability
hazards are common. The rationale behind defining these categories is as follows:
• Verbal or visual rendering of information items make up categories 1 and 2
• The logical coherence between information items at all levels of the site's
hierarchy (headings, paragraphs, tables, pages) and the ease of navigating through
these levels make up categories 3 and 4.
1. Language
This refers to the choice of words used to present information. Too much good advice has
been given on makinga text easy to understand. Weil-structured are too subjective for the
scope of this text. However, spelling, sentence length and use/avoidance of certainwords
('cool', 'cyber-', etc.) do lend themselves to more objectivejudgments.
2. Layout & Graphics
This concern how elements are visually rendered on the page, but the author identify a
particular issue only as a layout problem when adding/changing visual features such as
size of elements, colors and fonts can remedy it. A long body of text, for example, can
pose a layout problem when fonts, bulleted lists, or paragraph breaks could improve it. If
it becomes better manageable by breaking it into several linked sections, it is an
information architecture issue (see below). Thirdly, it becomes a subjective language
problem if we should condense the text itself. In reality it can however be a combination
of all three.
3. Information Architecture
Good information architecture means a clear, intuitive division of tasks and topics. The
site's content and features can be arranged in more than one way, both with regard to the
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number of branching (sub) sections (width) as in the levels of hierarchy (depth). Careful
wording of titles, introductions and summaries are features that help emphasize this
structure
4. User Interface.
The user interface of a site determines the ease of navigating through its content. Any
feature designed to facilitate the user's quest belongs to this category. Aspects of user
interface discussed here are specific to the Web and typically of a technical nature,
whereas the arrangement of tasks and topics is a question of information architecture,




Language • Standard language.
• Some of the graphics are not very clear but the
Layout & graphics
quality can be improved
• The use of font color, which is sometimes hard for
the user to read.
Information architecture • Clear groupings of information
• Easy to navigate from page to page
User interface * Can be improved by using more colors which are
not distracting to give more 'feel' to the website




Language • Short, clear and very straightforward
Layout & graphics
• Spacious which is good for reading
• Some pages need to scroll which is not usable
Information architecture • Straightforward in organizing the content
User interface.
• Easy navigation but some external links might not
be useful




• Clear and concise but can be a bit lengthy in some
part of the content
Layout & graphics
• High quality graphics and nice setting of images
• The color selection really makes the site looks
attractive
Information architecture
• Very organized in terms of grouping the
information
User interface.
• The navigation quite complex because of the big
content
• Need to do lots of clicking to get certain
information





• The language used is standard and clear
• Very nice wordings able to persuade
Layout & graphics
• Very spacious and neat in terms of placing the
content
Information architecture
• The content is big but the grouping is done in clear
manner
User interface.
• Easy navigation and wide space made ease for the
eyes




• The wordings used are easy to understand but the
content are lengthy/long
Layout & graphics
• Some of the graphics are not clear and can be
improved
• The background color is not
Information architecture
• The groupings are clear but too detailed which is
unnecessary
User interface.
• The navigation can be quite confusing because of
redundant links





• Standard but might be complex in terms of
wordings
Layout & graphics
• Combination of soft and vibrant colors makes the
site catchy
• Some pages need to scroll down which is hectic
Information architecture
• Might be complex based on the big content
• Complete portal with many useful links
User interface.
• The first time user might feel complicated to surf
this website because ofmany links and sections
• Might look a little bit cramped because too many
information and links




• Simple but can be improved by using more engaging
words
Layout & graphics
• The overall presentation might be a little dull
because the weak use of color and graphics
Information architecture
• Broad in scope and not focus in tourism only
• Manage to organize the content but quite complex
User interface.
• The presentation can be improved with the help of
better selection of color, graphics and layout





• The language used is very high in credibility to
persuade
• Some content are too long
Layout & graphics
• Some pages still need scrolling
• The font color is easy to the sight and not distracting
Information architecture • Straightforward and use simple content structure
User interface.
• Nice interface with easy navigation
• Useful interactive maps
Table 4.11: Theresult of website's evaluation for thewww.visitheartofengland
Based on the evaluation performed during the case study, some of the results have been
analyzed and presented through the graphical presentation. Below are two of the











• No. of percentage
Figure 4.2: The percentage of graphicused in the websites from the case study.
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Based on the graph above, the author can conclude that graphic plays major role in
tourism website presentation overall by taking note at the percentage of them being used
from these websites. It act as alternative way in presenting the information without
depending too much on the text, which is suitable.
In the aspect of site management, the author has checked every links on each websites to
see whether all of them are working correctly or not. As a result, more than half of the
websites have broken links. Number of broken links detected from each website can be








^ No. of broken links
Figure 4.3:Number of broken linksdetected on some of the websites from the casestudy.
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4.1.6 Product Results and Discussion
The final product for the project is a prototype of a tourism website that focus on giving
information of the state Perak. The prototype is a commercial tourism website which is
medium in size and the content selection is based on the objective and the checklist done
to ensure that the website Perak Tourism Online meets its objective and goals.
The author also has followed some of the guidelines and tips found from the research
studies that have been compiled in this project. The development of the prototype
however focused on the surface of the website rather than the backend architecture such
as database design and technology architecture. The focus is on the selection of the
content, what type is suitable and how it can be presented effectively to the user through
the use of navigation and interface design. The aim of the author for this prototype is to
keep simple but usable.
Other than that, the author has also applied the knowledge of site management through
the development of this project. The author picked one of the common problems, which
leads to ineffective site management that is broken link. Broken link occurs when the link
to a certain page is missing or the page destination is no longer existed. Keeping broken
link in the website is a bad practice and affect the usability of the website itself. In this
project, the author has select one free site management tool on the Net to check whether
the prototype has a broken link or not. The tool that is known as Link Validation Spider
that we can get from dead-links.com uses the analogy of a spider and will crawl inside
the website which we want to validate and perform this functions:
• Will crawl into each link hierarchal from the main links to the next down line
until the link ends.
• Display all the links available or working once it has successfully crawl to one
level and the process continue if the user wants to check deeper.
• Display all the broken links
To view the print screensof the tool, please refer to Appendix N.
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Website Prototype Design
Below are the findings and outputs during the implementation of each process in
developing the prototype.
• Planning
In the planning process the author has made some checklist in order to identify the
requirements for the Virtual Perak Online website. The objective of the website is to give
information regardingtourism industry in Perak in attractive and informative way. Based
on this the author has identified the right Information Architecture (IA) model to suit the
needs of the website in grouping the content. Below is general description of the
architecture model that will be the base for this prototype.
TYPE OF ORGANIZATION WEB SITE SECTIONS
• About Us
Small to Medium Sized Businesses • Product/Service Information
Area: Tourism • Product/Service Support
• Contact Us
Table 4.12: IA model of the Virtual Perak Online
Based on the model, the author also has made the checklist to ensure that the ideas
generated confirmed to the architecture model that is being implemented in this project.
To view the checklist for the IA, please refer to Appendix H.
• Content Development and Site Map
The author has identified and group the information that will be presented in the website
prototype. The grouping is not only based on the IA model chosen earlier but also based
on the case studies and observation process on several tourism websites to see the current
trend in presenting the information. The group of contents turned out to be like this:
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• Home • FAQs
• About Perak • Contact Us
• Attractions • Directory
• Culture and Arts o Accommodation
• Events o Food and Dining
• Gallery o Shop
• Travel's Toolkit ° Business
From this group of contents, the author then construct the site map to make the content
more sensible in terms of relationship and navigation. For the site structure, the author
has picked the tree model to show the levels of hierarchy of the content. The first level of
hierarchy will be the main website sections while the narrower branches have been
transformed into second and third level information. To view the site map please refers to
Appendix J.
• Mock up design
The mock up design started from the mind mapping process where the author visualized
the website in informal way. The author only used sketch drawings using papers and
pencil to create the mind map. From this activity, the main elements or content of the
tourism website can be identified. The attributes that linked to each main element also
had been identified easily.
The same process had been done to produce the storyboard. The sketch of the storyboard
had been done on papers before it had been digitized. It helps the author to visualize the
navigation and the layout of the website overall before export the design to html pages.




In prototyping, all the design in the storyboard has been transferred to html pages. The
main concern in this phase is the layout of the page where the author need to determined
the size of each graphics or the placement of buttons and links on the pages. It is also set
to check the pages are connected correctly to the tight link.
In this phase, the content is not yet finalized and the placement might be changed
according to suitability of the design and guidelines gathered from the research done
earlier. For this tourism website prototype, the size or number of pages are not as big as
what has been planned because of the limitation of time and resources. The sections will
contain information based on the elements stated in the site map but it will not be
complete. The reason for this is just to show the purpose of each element included and
how to present it. To see the results from the prototype development, please refer to
Appendix M.
• Data Input and Content Layout
In this phase, after all the pages have been created in html, the process of transferring real
information took place. The resources for the website has been organized into separate
folders and files for easy retrieving and more systematic. For example, the images have
been placed in different files from the text files and others.
From the data input, the website looks more complete and understandable. The concern
in this phase is more on the selection of content and images to be inserted at which place.
The use of color and font also must be considered to ensure that the website is usable
rather than depends solely on the attractiveness. These selections have been made based
on the some guidelines of good design and usability gathered from the data collection
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process. This is a continuous phase, as some changes will still be made if some data are
not suitable or the design is bad.
4.2 Discussion
Based on the research done so far, author can conclude that issues and facts about site
management are not somehow new but yet not being taken seriously. Site management
has become vital in web design and development by looking at the current situation
where a website can contain thousand of pages and links which need some good
management and maintenance in order to work effectively. Based on the research, the
author has managed to identify some of the common mistakes on website management
and also some considerations to look at when we want to plan on site management. The
author also has tried to implement on of the site management tools available in the Net to
get more understanding on this topic.
The same goes for content management. The needs to get the right and quality
information is vital to make the website useful in conveying them to the users. The reason
is that based on findings and researches done by usability and design experts noted that
the first thing that the users notice or look upon when they surf to a website is text. It is
important to choose the right content based on the objectives of the website itself One
way to build a good website based on the findings made by the author is by having a
good information architecture, easy navigation and good user interface.
Based on the case studies done during the data-gathering phase, the author managed to
understand and see the trend on common presentation of different tourism websites. It is
important to uncover these trend as again based on the findings regarding usability,
creating a website that is too abstract or run from the conventional way will also distract
user attention and thus affect the usefulness of the website. The key is to keep up with the
trend but ensure the presentation is worth what the users looking for. Thus for the
development of the prototype, the author has learned so many things regarding the
concept lies behind all these elements that the author studied on. It is a very good thing
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for the author as having to know the right concepts and guidelines will help the




5.1 Relevancy To the Objectives
Based on the earlier part of the report, the author has mentioned three main objectives to
be achieved. The first objective is to identify the correlation between usability, site
management and content management and integrate them in website development.
Author had done the research and documented some of the findings in the literature
review and also in the findings and discussion section. The result was good as most of
them are quite new and thus the author has learned so much from it. Although trying to
get into each of the three elements were quite tricky as they involved a lot of things, the
author managed to pick only the relevant ones according to the scope.
The second objective is to compile all the guidelines gathered from the research or
studies made from other researchers who had conducted tests on the real users. Other
sources also had contributed a lot for this part especially from the journals, articles and
resources from the Internet. Some of the guidelines also were amend or added by the
author resulted from the case studies and experience when developing the prototype of
the tourism website. The guideline has been successfully complied and can be reviewed
in the appendix.
The last objective of this project is to come out with a prototype of a tourism website
that is usable for the users. The development is based on the findings and research done




There are several areas that the author believed could be further enhanced or improve in
the future. Since the author has covered three elements which have direct effect to the
website development, the results are more general and what relate all of them is the
scope on tourism.
5.2.1 Site Management
For this project, the author only stressed onthe basic concepts underlies under each of
the elements and find the relationship, which make them related to each other. In the
future, it would be better that the research will focus intensively only on one area such
as maybe solely on site management. For example, maybe based on the fundamentals of
site management, the author may come out with a framework or prototype of the tool
that enable effective site management according to the business needs rather than
relying on the tools providedon the internet.
5.2.2 Content Management
The author would also like to go more in depth on the content management by
highlighting the process of selecting the right mechanism or tool to handle the content
from scratch until the maintenance. It will also covers how does an organization plan on
deciding how the information will be handled, who willbe involved and thetasks.
5.2.3 Usability
In terms of usability, the author only manage to cover on the availability of the
information that the user need from a website. Since usability itself is considered as one
big element, there are some other elements that the author can relate or covered in the
future such as: -
• Accessibility to differentuser needs
• Usability on technology used
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5.2.4 Prototype ofVirtual Perak Online
For the prototype, there are still many parts that need to be improved. The prototype
created for this project is intended for small to medium organization. There are many
other things that should be added or expand but due to limitation oftime and resources,
they are not included. For example, itwould be better for the user to see the result based
on the working application with a complete functionality and back end architecture. The
improvement may be expanded in term of these components: -
• Add extra features such as GIS map of the places or virtual tour to add more
interactivity in the website
• Provide additional information which relate to the website such as links to any
related services such as transportation, medical and health and traveling
organizations.
As a conclusion, all the facts and findings included in this project will hopefully meets
the expectation based on the objectives stated earlier. The project has somehow
highlighted the importance of understanding the role of site and content management
which do affect on the usability of a website. Thiswould be good for web development
team to understand the basic needs to make the web usable to users rather than
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APPENDIX II: COMPILATION OF GUIDELINES AND TIPS
APPENDIX B: TOP 9 WEB MANAGEMENT MISTAKES
1. Not knowing Why
Most of the websites are built simply because some executive told somebody to do it without
telling them what the site should achieve. Most companies should start their web design project
by finding out ways in which they can provide true customer value on their site. They should give
user benefits from spending time on the site, allow them to do the business with you and their
money will follow.
2. Designing for Your Own VPS
Internally -focused sites cause companies end up with home pages full of mission statements,
photos of the CEO, and corporate history. The site should be designed with customer's needs in
mind and not to promote grandiose ideas of self-importance.
3. Letting the Site Structure Mirror Your Organization chart
User should not care how your company is organized, so they should not be able to deduce your
organizational structure from the structure of your website. Admittedly, it is easiest to distribute
responsibility for the site divisions and departments according to already established chains of
command and budget categories, but doing so results in an internally centered site rather than a
customer-focused site.
A classic sign of mismanaged website is when the homepage has a button for each of the Senior
Vice Presidents in the company.
4. Outsourcing to Multiple Agencies
If every new Web project being outsource to new agency, the site will end up looking like one of
those quilts assembled from patches by each of the participants in a protest march. Users get
very annoyed when they move between pages on a site and find drastically varying designs at
every turn. Consistency is the key to usable interaction design: when all interface look and
function the same, users feel more confident using the site because they can transfer their
learning from one sub site to the next rather than having to learn everything over again on the
next page.
5. Forgetting to Budget for Maintenance
As a rule of thumb, the annual maintenance budget for a website should bear about the same as
the initial cost of building the site, with 50 percent as an absolute minimum. Obviously, ongoing
costs are even higher for new sites and other projects that depend on daily or real-time updates.
Ifthe money is simply spent to build a glamorous site but do not keep it up to date, the investment
will very rapidly turn out to be wasted.
6. Wasting Linking Opportunities
The web is a linking medium: the hypertext links are what ties it together and allow users to
discover new and useful sites. Most companies have recognized this phenomenon to the extent
that they religiously include their URLs in all advertising, TV commercials, press releases, and
even in the products themselves. Unfortunately, most of these URLs are overly generic and do
not provide users with any payoff that is related to the context in which user found d the URL do
not link to the homepage in the ads. If a potential customergets interested in a new product or a
special offer, they should not be forced to find out how to navigate the site from the homepageto
the product page. Instead, link directly to the productpage fro the ad.
7. Treating Internet and Intranet Sites the same
Internal intranet Web sites needto be managed very differently from public Internet sites.Thekey
difference is that each company only has a single intranet and thus can mange it to a much
greater degree of consistency and predictability. Also, employees use the intranet for corporate
productivity, meaning that any waste of user's time is direct hit to the bottom line.
8. Confusing Market research and Usability Engineering
Many sites have embraced the value of customer data fordesign, but unfortunately many ofthem
rely solely on traditional market research like focus group. Most of these methods relate to
creating desire for a product and getting it sold and do not provide detailed information about how
people operate the product. A Web design is an interactive product, and therefore usability-
engineering methods are necessary to study what happens during the user's interaction with the
site.
9. Underestimating the Strategic Impact of the Web
It is a huge mistake to treat the Web, as it is an online brochure. The Web should be considered
one of the most importantdeterminants for the way our business will do in the future.
The two classic errors in predicting the future of a technology shift are to overestimate its short-
term impact and underestimate its long-term impact. The web has been hyped to such extent that
people overestimate what it can do the next year or two. The impact of networks grow s by at
least the square of the number connections, and the true value of the Web will be only be seen
after extensive business process reengineering.
APPENDIX C: TIPS ON CLARITY
Tips to developing Online Clarity
TEXTUAL ASPECTS SHOULD..
Structure
• Keep sentence short - no more than one or two clauses.
• Keep paragraphs short and discuss only one topic per
paragraph
Words/Phrases
• Use the active voice such as The CEO held a meeting,
not The meeting was held.
• Do not use adverbs unless you deem it necessary
• Avoid puns and other jokes that will not be understood by
a global audience
Presentation
• Use a web page title that condenses and explains the
page's content.
• Use short and informative headers frequently.
• Put spaces between paragraphs for easier reading.
• Highlight keywords either through holding or italics.
However, be careful not to overdo highlighting as it will
detract from readability
• Put captions both above and below tables and figures.
Remember that users often scroll fast and use the PgUp
and PgDn buttons. Putting captions above and below
helps users identify content easily
APPENDIX D: 10 USABILITY PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE THROUGH THE WEB
DESIGN
10 Usability Principles to Guide Through the Web Design
1. Motivate
Design your site to meet specific user needs and goals. Use motivators to draw different
user "personae" into specific parts of your site.
2. User task flow
Who are your users? What are their tasks and online environment? For a site to be
usable, page flow must match workflow.
3. Architecture
It's 80% of usability Build an efficientnavigational structure. Remember - ifthey can't
find it in 3 clicks, they're gone.
4. Affordance
Make controls understandable. Avoid confusion between emblems, banners, and
buttons.
5. Replicate
Why reinvent the wheel? Use ergonomically designed templates for the most common 8-
12 pages.
6. Usability test along the way
Test early in design using low-fidelity prototypes. Don't wait until the end when it's too
fate.
7. Know the technology limitations
Identify and optimize for target browsers and user hardware. Test HTML, JavaScript,
etc. for compatibility.
8. Know user tolerances
Users are impatient. Design for a 2-10 second maximum download. Reuse header
graphics so they can load from cache. Avoid excessive scrolling.
9. Multimedia
Be discriminating Good animation attracts attention to specific information, then stops.
Too much movement distracts, slowing reading and comprehension.
10. Use a stats package
Monitor traffic through your site. Which pages pique user interest? Which pages make
users leave? Adjust your site accordingly.
APPENDIX E: TIPS FOR DESIGN
Design Tips
AREA GENERAL TIPS FOR IMPROVED USABILITY
Fonts
• Use san serif typefaces such as Arial or Helvetica
• Use 12- to 14-point type for continuous text
• Avoid putting text in all caps
• Avoid overuse of bold and italicized text
• Limit the number of different typefaces and sizes
Words, Lines, and
Spacing
• Don't hyphenate words
• Type for extended reading should be flush left, ragged right
• Provide extra space between lines of type
• Put spaces between paragraphs
Color in General
• Use color emphasis.
• Overuse of color detracts from usability.
• Colors should be sued consistently to create relationships
among objects.
• Colors are affected by brightness and surrounding colors.
Background
• Create a clean look-and-feel by avoiding distracting
backgrounds such as those with patterns.
• Ensure that watermarks are not too strong.
• Make sure the background color doesn't interfere with link
color
Images
• Make sure all images are large enough to be seen and
understood
• Add text labels to images to enhance understanding if
necessary
• Use common style for all iconic images.
APPENDIX F: TIPS TO LEARNING ABOUT NAVIGATION








Pick a site and first draw a chart of its high-level menu
items.
Take one site section and follow a flow of information
stream down to its deepest page. By repeating this exercise
for a variety ofsites, you'll be able to see how navigation is
linked to the IA.
Keep an eye outfor the dead-end spots where users find
themselves with nowhere to go except by using the 'Back'
buttonand loopsof content where users can get caught nd
can onlyexit the loop by leaving the site.
Determine howwell main navigation links are titled and
whether they accurately reflect the contentof the main
sections.
Tospot redundant links, look for similar link titles on
navigation bars and in the body ofthe text. Tracethem to
their respective pages. If the pages are identical, you have
found a redundant link.
Look at manysite maps as youcan. Foreach one, ask:
• Doesthe site map help me understand the contentofthe
site?
• Does the site map help me understand the breathand
depth of the site?
• If the site map is graphical, does the typework well? Could
there be a different wayofvisualizing the site that would be
preferable?
Check whether sites have search engines instead of site
maps. Is the search engine more useful forthe site? Do you
think a site map would also help users?
To determine the complexity of the database, clickon a link
to bring up a web page. Now using a keyword from the Web
pagetitle orcontents, use the search engine. Do you get
the same page?
APPENDIX III: VIRTUAL ONLINE PGRAKS DEVELOPMENT
APPENDIX G: PRINT SCREENS OF THE CASE STUDIES
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Perched on the northern tip of the island of Borneo, Sabah is a ironical paradise of natural wanders, scenic
beauty, rugged landscapes and cultural diversity. Sabah is a unique blend of ancient traditions handed down
through the millennia and modem evolution that has created a truly fascinating culture, nature and adventure
tourism destination in the present time.
.This is the land of eco-treasures. Nowhere else can you find nature weave
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mountain in Southeast Asia, dive at one of the top dive sites in the world, and explore one of the oldest
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proboscis monkeys.
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legion Directory
THE GATEWAY TO NEW ZEALAND TOURISM, TRAVEL
AND HOLIDAY SITES
Welcome to New Zealand's comprehensive online directory of tourism and
travel companies. New Zealand Tourism Online offers over 10,ODD NZ
accommodation, attraction, tour and transport listings plus extensive travel,
vacation and holiday information. New Zealand is one of the top holiday
destinations in the world with it's clean green natural image, scenery, Lord tt
the Rings film setting, adventure, culture and value for money. NZ caters foi
all types of travellers and Lonely Planet staff voted New Zealand the worlds
top travel destination for 2004 (for the 2nd year in a row).
Main Contents
Middle Ea
Middle Earth is New Zealand and scene of Lord of the
Rings. An oscar winning journey. Experience Lord of the
Rings country first hand with a LOTRTour... fmorel'
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:: Penang Mill's railway sen/ice out
fof three months. More »>
Photo Galleries
Contact Us
Penang Curry Mee is also another famous delicacy. Its coconut bass
Main navigation
Print screen of the Penang Tourism Business main page
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Checklist for the Information Architecture model of the Virtual Perak Online Prototype
'Who's the Audience' Checklist
• Who is thetarget audience(s)? How have we determined this?
• What are the needs, concerns, and goalsof members of the targetaudience? How do
we know this?
d Is the audience local, regional and/or global?
a Howcomputer literate willyourtargetaudience be?
• Is thecontent delivered ina way that appeals topeople with different learning styles
such as preferences for content that isdelivered visually or through audio?
• Are members ofthetarget audience elderly and likely to require special types oftext
formatting and/or sizing fonts and icons?
An Information architecture Model Checklist
• Match the organization to its model
• Surfthe web to find other organizations of the same generic type to see what variations
exist.
• Surf the web to check other organization within the same industry because variations
on the models can often be industry-specific.
• Consider what you already know about the organization, its goals, and potential
audience, andhow its information would fit into the model's typical site sections, or vary
from it.

















































APPENDIX K: MOCK-UP DESIGN OF VIRTUAL ONLINE PERAK
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Main page for the About Perak
Culture and Art's main page
APPENDIX M
PRINTSCREENS OF VIRTUAL PERAK ONLINE PROTOTYPE
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Ho. S, 9 S 10, »«d»n Sfl Inlan,
Jalar, Sekotoh. Taluk Intan, 3SI
Perak
Phono I + 605 622 6166 / 622
No 3274. lalan Pasir Bogok,
, Pulau P.jlgkor. 35300 Per.k
Phone j +60S 6ES 492Z
Fa* : J.605 693 4B10
Blue Bay ft., sort
Jalan Tltl Panjang, Lumut, 3Z2C
Perak
Phon. i +605 683 6933
Fa* : J-60S S83 6239
Perak
Phonn : +S0S 233 5335
Fax r +605 Z55 8177
Chalet Impian
Banding Island Resort
KM35.3 . Lebuhrnyn Tim ur Sara L.
] Grik. 33300 Punk
Phone ; +603 792 1791
Fax : +603 792 1793
Pantal Pasir Bpgak, Lumut, 322Q0
P.rak
Phone : 4605 6E3 342S
Fas : +603 5B5 1139
Caspian Hotel
6-10, Jalan Jubllat, [poh. 30300
Perak
Phone : +600 543 3327
30230 Perak
Rhone s +S03 242 4777
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pflpsk na It ki known In Katay. Therefore, the
mere mention of the State'i iimi will reflect
the treasurer! hidden hi It* earth.
The Perak Stale has been In evlatence since
pnhiiteric qgt KetaTampantaLenggond'aa
proof that tha PaliaoBUiIc Age exulted <•>
Malaya. The Perak State wont through
numerous evolutiods betieaen 400 000 BCand
aoao BC.
Tha State had experienced tha Hoablnhlan Era and tha Neolithic Age 11 wall as tha Metal
Ago, vthTch was proven by the Findings of relevant ancient artefacts. Than came the
Hindu/ Buddha era. It wa» thought to have occurred almultnnequsly w«li His restof Malaya.
After thla period, thu'hTatory of the State advanced a atap further wrth tha formation of
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Handicraft Usvelapmn-nt Corporation (Pei-ahf Branch}
* C™ft Centr* Hyperlinks
•rang A->Ei Village
Culture and Art's main page
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S. Perak Street Soccer Open Challenge 6. Perak March Mega 5ale
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Aidll Tra\el & Tours Sdn Bhd
tlo 12 Kinta Mane Ion
MWan Ktdd Jalan Lahal, 30JO0
Parek
Oh one -6Q5 23 S 0303
Fax '60S 234 5216
Email t aldliBitStm net my
Alu*iu«-Harte Watjufa aerftad
23 1M-lajan Raja Omar,
TamaM Satontab,3Z0Qu Para<c
Phone-1 4 SO*-6M 1212
Fax f.*srjs 691*973
Alliance Bank Mala/sla Berhad
(Ipohl
40 6 -42 Perilaran Greanhlll,
3045D Perak
Phone i 4. sos 241 23*2
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| Hlllr Perak Hebana Festival
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Contacting Perak Tourism Board
We can bE raarhad at the follor4ng ad
heva specific questions, suggestions at
contact form below, as It **ll enable us
COHTACT ADDRESSES & NUMBERS
fibers below, tr-you
Corporate Addreia:
Pub-a World Trade CentreJIn Tun Or. Ismail, Malaysia.
PostaEAddresei
1 Council,Jin Pang lima Bkt Gantang,annuo
E-U1IL CONTACT:
ONONE CONTACT FORM
SubJ.M: ® iri^i, O Con-rr.^ts O SL-jsssrbr, O Cojr.|,«r,
Rig.rdino! • r^T-pir,. Q yrtbstt CI SE-..M D »srs
HitrOur Sitt. Q Vi=y 3»» O 0»i O Avs-ij» O fo:r
Contact Us's main page
4 "^Tit^?rrTS**^pfl=^-r^
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Lowlaudi : 32' C
Highland* • 21-c
ao-as*
The unit currency is Hi* Msliyil.m ftingglt {RM|,TnivelTw* crEeqii
foreign ErunrEiTcie>. nan be ahangad far MjljyilanRliigfllt al b«nk-i.
ohmgen nmJ tof*if- Molt hoWi dure.* a nominal f»for
qonvers-Qfi.
Vt£A. American Exprc», Dinars ClObfliitf MaHtsroarS.
Monday to Friday : 10.flOarn - a.ODpm
Saturday: 9.30am to Hr3Qam
Standard Malaysian lliTreTaS hour*. ah*ad of GfrTTr
240 volt AC fGU-cyde sy^Ten.



















A valid pa import {and viia nrharflver appiicsiblc} in required of all perton*
Malaysia
3. A fiocT.il or Tourlit visit Pais dofla not pei-mJt the haldar to taka up •mploynr
hii-un—**.^r.rt>v>ff».<ifur>al w(ir((ln **nta.v.ti>» • — - _.-—-.-_._-
m
Fte F.ott Mft« Favorites Tools Hdp
Qaatk _, I*] i^l * ,* Seardi
FAQ's main page
" <*0]"B^>"^-TlSWrTaWlir^^^TB-r^i^^-l^^

































All Jalan Da Co Tahnll Azar ,
Ipahr'SOSQO Parak
Phone : ^SOS 2SS 6B61
Bandarava Pood Centra
Jalan Sultan Abdul Jalll,
Ipoh. 31400 Parak
1919 - Restaurant and Gallery
47-49, Lorong Taman Ipoh Sato,
Ipnh Garden South. ,
Icoh 31400 Perak
Phon. I -SOS 547 7196
Antap Cafe
40 Laluan Ipoh Pardana Ipoh
Prima,
Ipoh, 314011 Barak
Auntie Anna's Pretzels r«mta CityJ
G-36, Kin la City Shopping
Complex, J]n Teh Lean Evvaa.
Off )lr> Sultan Abdul Asia Shah
Jtara, Ipoh, Parak
Phone i - 605 546 0196
Beaton Point






Food and Dining's main page
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Baton g Pa dang Gol- Club
d/a Jalan Lapangan Terbang Bidt
Eatu 43 1/2 Bid or, 350 DO Parak
Phone I -603 434 2164
.dairWHlcr Uancaian/.^d? fte'sort
Lot 60 tg letan'chen'elcat tereng..
Batu'Sajah;.3IO0O Pirate .





Eatu Gsjah. 31000 Parak
Phona s -SOS 366 35S6
Fan i --60S 366 3S70




Phone: i +S0S 5133300
Fax.i.^SDS.aaBBSii-... ,
Email j^nfaGrTherutfaMuy-tprn-rny
Buklt Jane Golf Club
Jalan Buklt Jan a,
P.O.Box 4 KamunBng, 34600
Perak
Phone i +605 BBS 7300 / 606D







" Email i-;-. .,--.:-.---1 •.•/*-'.:, .V
..Aaies^dlrjs^sulaegarria h~.com
Kuala Kangiar Golf Club
Pole KflR 11 Jalan Sultan
Iskandar Shah,
Kuala Kangsar, 33000 Parak
Phona i +£05 776 1396 ' "
Fbx : 4-603 776 26BB
Pen Pacjf&Gdtr' flaiort - :_-
Taluk Befanga .Golden"Send, "
r^lau-|%haSorr323aO;P*riik. -
-Phoned *603 -seS-iaSt'f- 1393
Panel +6SS6B5.1BS2'' "-"'
Golf Course's main page
Bfe gdlt Bew Favorites Inols Help
Quad, - _, [«] «j {, s Se»"h Favorites <pMeda *S












I -SOS 311 9314
Beaut> Supermarket Sdn Bhd
143 Ja an Sultan Iikander
Ipoh 30000 Parak
rt-rvrcan Athletics
G26 G2B Ground F
Parade
Jalan Eu tan Abdul Jail) Graan
Ten. Ipoh 30430 Parak
Phona i 4-60SZ'«2 39B4
Ipoh
B—TSitu Shopp ng Cent i
14 Jalan Chamh.rl.1n
Ipoh 3O230 Derate
Lakaemana Ipoh 31400 Parak
ipoh 30300 Porak Phona -SOS S46 3545
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